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Motivation 

     Being rare doesn’t make a decay interesting. A decay could be rare for 
pedestrian reasons like limited phase space or angular momentum suppression or 
Bose symmetry (η4π), helicity suppression (ηe+e-), etc. 
 
    To place direct, amplitude-level constraints on CVPC, and compare different 
potential decays such as η(‘)

3γ, η (‘) 
π0e+e-, η (‘) 

2π0γ, etc., one has to remove 
the kinematic factors.   
 
     Furthermore, in the case of a CV asymmetry in the allowed decay  
η π+π-π0 , the interpretation requires knowing the phase between the CV and 
CC amplitudes.  
 
     Both these require a formalism.  
 

     Today I’ll look at reactions of the type η(‘)
3γ.  
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Formalism 

   The most useful reference for CVPC contributions to JPC(0-+) meson 
decays to 3γ:  
 
 
A.V. Tarasov, “Three-photon Decay of Neutral Pions”, Soviet Journal of 
Nuclear Physics, Volume 5, Number 3, September 1967, pp 445-447.  
 
   LiPing has placed a publicly accessible copy on the JEF docDB: 
 
https://cnidlamp.jlab.org/RareEtaDecay/JDocDB/node/76 
 
Tarasov’s notation is somewhat confusing, but I’ll stick with it to avoid 
introducing additional confusion.  
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2γ Width 
 The following is Tarasov’s expression for the two-photon width: 
 

ω2 = π α2 η2
2 m(m/M2)

2 .    (Tarasov) 
 
where m is the decaying meson mass, and M2 is Mproton.  Substituting his 
recommended value for η2, this can written as  
 

ω2 = (1/4π)3 α2 (gπpp/M2
2)2  m3    (Tarasov) 

 
which I arranged to look more like the modern expression by Goity et al:  
                               
                              Γ2 = (1/4π)3 α2     (1/Fπ)

2   m3.    (Goity et al.) 
 

There’s a one-to-one correspondence, but I’m not sure how to relate the 
coupling constants yet.  

BTW, the m3 scaling works extremely well from π0 to η but is  
off by 50% when trying to scale from η to η’. (Singlet and octet mixings?)  

 
I think it’s most natural to express the CVPC sensitivity in terms of the 
amplitude ratio η3/η2, so hopefully the coupling constants will drop out within 
a factor of π. 

And as you’ll see, a factor of π would be the least of our ambiguities. 4 



3γ Width 
 The following is Tarasov’s expression for the three-photon width: 
 

ω3 = 1/(211 9!!) α3 η3
2 m(m/M3)

14   
 
where m is again the decaying meson mass, and M3 is some effective loop 
mass.  
 
   The astonishing m(m/M3)

14 factor is required for the presumed dominant CV 
amplitude consistent with Lorentz and gauge invariance.  

(Ie, this very complex amplitude has 7 factors of mass.)   
 
Caveat:  
 
    Tarasov focused on π0  3γ so his expectation was (m/M3) ≤ 1.  
I note that if m/M3 > 1, as it arguably might for the η(‘) case, then an 
amplitude he dropped as lower order might become dominant amplitude scaling 
like m(m/M3)

18. This means that my estimates for η(‘)
3γ in the M3 = Mπ 

scenario are pessimistic.  
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The Ratio 3γ/2γ 

The ratio of the 3- and 2-gamma widths is the BR upper limit with a funny 
normalization:  
 

ω3 / ω2 = BRUL3γ/2γ = Mproton
2/(π 211 9!!) α (η3/η2)

2  x m12/M3
14 

 

  Solving for the ratio of amplitudes we get 
 

η3/η2 = SQRT[(BRUL3γ/2γ π 211 9!!)/α]/Mproton x M3
7/m6 

 
 

It’s more transparent to substitute BRUL3γ/2γ = BRUL3γ/ BR2γ, hence  
 

η3/η2 = SQRT[((BRUL3γ/ BR2γ)π 211 9!!)/α]/Mproton x M3
7/m6 

 
 Here I write the above equation, highlighting the factors that help us place 
the tightest constraints on η3/η2  (the smaller the better): 
 

η3/η2 = SQRT[((BRUL3γ/ BR2γ)π 211 9!!)/α]/Mproton x M3
7/m6 
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Discussion 

η3/η2 = SQRT[((BRUL3γ/ BR2γ)π 211 9!!)/α]/Mproton x M3
7/m6 

 
 

 
• Relative to the π0, the η and η’ benefit from their larger masses. 

 
• While the η’ has the largest mass, this is offset by its small BR2γ ~ 2.2%, 
and a presumably larger BRUL3γ due to its factor of 2 lower production rate in 
GlueX. 
 
• The big question is in that loop mass factor, M3

7, which has long limited the 
interpretation of P 3γ decays. (See p 7 in B.M.K. Nefkens et al, PRC 72, 
035212 (2005), and earlier references.) As I show in the following plots: 

 
• If M3 ~ Mrho, then no useful CVPC direct constraints   

 
• If M3 ~ Mπ, then very tight direct CVPC direct constraints result  

(and if I’m not mistaken, the actual dependence may be M3
9) 
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Current Direct Limits on CVPC Amplitudes  

 
Nefkens et al, PRL 94, 041601 (2005) placed the following limits relative to charge 
conjugation conserving amplitudes: 
 
 
ΔI = 0 using η2π0γ 
 

ACV/ACC ≤ 0.8% 
 
 
ΔI = 1 using η3π0γ 
 

ACV/ACC ≤ 0.36% 
 

Note: because this decay produces 7 photons, there is no missing photon background from η3π0 

 
Let us not forget that eta decays violate isospin, so ACV/ACC = 0.1% is presumably 
within one order of magnitude of weak scale in sensitivity.  
 
 The direct limit sensitivity of a decay begins to be competitive for ratios of 1% or 
smaller. That region will be marked in yellow on subsequent slides.  
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π0
3γ 

    This plot is a little complicated, but it’s 
worth understanding because I’m going to 
show you several versions of it.  
 
General comment: 
 
• The sensitivity is ambiguous by many 

orders of magnitude depending on what 
is assumed for the loop mass.   
 
 

Specific comments on π0
3γ: 

 
• Amplitude ratios are usually >> 1.  

 
• Measured BR upper limit is 3.1E-8. 

 
• In these Mloop scenarios, π

0
3γ sets 

no useful bounds on CV amplitudes.  0.00001
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η3γ 

  
• All other things being equal, a larger 

decaying meson mass improves sensitivity 
in the amplitude ratio by (Mη/Mπ)**6 , 
over 3 orders of magnitude.  
 

• Measured BR upper limit is 1.6E-5 

In the optimistic Mloop ~ Mπ scenario, the 

relative CV amplitude is < 0.8%. 

This may be competitive with Nefkens et 

al’s other direct limits.  

Must reduce Mloop ambiguity! 

 

• A pie-in-the-sky BR upper limit of 1E-7 

might constrain the relative CV         

amplitude to < 0.05%, or Weak scale.   
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BR upper limit 

Amplitude 3γ/2γ  
vs BR3γ upper limit 

eta' (Mloop = Mpi) eta' (Mloop = Mp/3) eta' (Mloop = Mrho)

η’3γ 

• All other things being equal, a larger 
decaying meson mass improves 
sensitivity in the amplitude ratio by 
(Mη’/Mη)**6 ~ 28.5  
 

 This sensitivity is offset by the smaller 
η’2γ BR, reducing the improvement to 
only ~4.2 .  

 
• The measured BR upper limit is 1E-4 

In the optimistic Mloop ~ Mπ scenario, the 

relative CV amplitude is < 0.2%. 

This is potentially the best direct limit. 

Must reduce Mloop ambiguity! 

• A pie-in-the-sky BR upper limit of  

    1E-7 might constrain the relative CV         

amplitude to < 0.007%.  
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BR upper limit 

Amplitude 3γ/2γ  
vs BR3γ upper limit 
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η(’)
3γ 

Showing everything on one plot, then 
zooming in on the sensitive phase space: 
 

 
• Eta and Eta’ prime are both 

interesting, but only for small M3.  
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Amherst Meeting: 
Time-reversal Tests in Nuclear and 

Hadronic Processes 
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http://www.physics.umass.edu/acfi/seminars-and-workshops/time-
reversal-tests-in-nuclear-and-hadronic-processes 
 
Chien Seng gave a talk relevant to η3γ 
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Summary 
• Can’t yet reconcile Tarsov-based estimates with Amherst Effective Field Theory (EFT) 

estimate. 
(C. Seng tried to answer some questions in his email to me dated  

Nov 8, 2014. See next slide for the abbreviated version.)  
 

• Good news: Chien Seng assumed a loop mass of M3~ Mη/3 which is almost as optimistic 
as the M3 ~ Mπ scenario. 

 
• Bad news: His use of a W exchange suppressed the 3-gamma amplitude by the factor 

1/Mw
2  or 1E-4.  

 
• My questions: 

 
i. If a flavor change is needed for the CVPC operator, why not exchange a π+- (or 

other meson) instead of a W?  
ii. Is he stating that EFT cannot handle the hierarchy scenario where the new CVPC 

physics is relatively light, or that such a scenario cannot exist?  
 
To do:  

 
• Get more feedback from Chien Seng. Done (see next slide) 

 
• Move on to η3π sensitivities to get Emilie and Susan involved.  
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Dear Dave:  

 

Sorry for the late reply. Here are my thoughts concerning your questions:  

 

1. The "flavor-change" requirement is simply due to the following statement, namely: "any PCTV operator that is below 

dimension 7 and is made out of elementary SM DOFs (i.e. quarks, leptons and gauge bosons) must involve the change of 

fermion flavor".  

As you can see, the statement itself is restricted only to operators built out of quarks, leptons, W-boson etc. It can't be applied  

to operators in hadronic level (i.e. operators consist of pion, nucleon etc). The latter are generated by considering diagrams  

like those in pg 17. The effect of the W-exchange is contained in the coupling constant of the hadronic-level operator.  

 

2. You are right. EFT, as far as I know, simply cannot handle the case where new physics is light. It doesn't mean that light BSM  

physics cannot exist though.  

 

Please let me know if I answered your questions.  

 

Best regards,  

Chien Yeah.  

 

在 2015/7/17 16:22, Dave Mack 写道:  

Chien Yeah,  

 

I finally got back to eta-->3gamma, went thru the old Tarasov formalism, and gave a small talk to our JEF (JLab Eta 

Factory) working group which can be found at  

 

https://cnidlamp.jlab.org/RareEtaDecay/JDocDB/node/75  

 

Slide 18 summarizes my present questions.  (Slide 19 is the most relevant excerpt from our last email discussion.  

Your English is almost better than mine, but I don't speak theory.)  

 

regards,  

 

Dave  

 

https://cnidlamp.jlab.org/RareEtaDecay/JDocDB/node/75
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Dear Dave:  

 

… 

 

Concerning the existence of 1/M_w factor, that is due to the fact that we need a flavor-changing operator (with lowest possible 

dimension), so the exchange of a W is essential. And in the loop integral, we can imagine that the typical loop momentum is 

much smaller than M_w so we can shrink the W-propagator to a point and turn it to a "contact interaction" (just like what we did 

in Fermi's theory of weak interaction). The spirit of effective field theory is to assume that new physics happens in higher energy 

scale, so if we "integrate out" the extra degrees of freedom of the new physics, then we could obtain effective operators of higher 

dimension (consist of just the standard model fields) that are power-suppressed by the energy scale of the new physics. Of 

course this assumption need not be true, as we can definitely have new physics with very light particles that couple very  

weakly to the SM degrees of freedom. In that case we would not be able to simply integrate out these light particles  

(even if we do that, the effective operators generated will not be power-suppressed so the effective field theory  

formalism will break down).  

 

Best regards.  

 

于 2014/11/7 23:09, Dave Mack 写道:  

 

Seng C-Y,  

 

Delighted with your attention to the CVPC issue. Comments:  

… 

• rewriting your expressions to get Lambda/sqrt(c), the new physics mass scale is proportional  

to e**3/2 x 1/M_w x k**10/4 which suggests that  

… 

 ii. I need to understand why there is a factor of 1/M_w in this calculation. it's killing us. Can't new physics be lighter?  

… 

 

 regards,  

 

Dave Mack  


